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About This Game

Atomic Adam: Episode 1 is a gaming experience packed to the brim with nostalgic retro action! Fight, fly and shoot your way
through a fully 3D world filled with giant rats, grey aliens, UFO's, boss battles and insane combat, all with an art style inspired
by the retro action games of yesterday. As rock star Atomic Adam, you'll battle your way through Delta City defeating bosses
on your hunt for the infamous Deathbot. None is more mysterious than Deathbot who traveled to Delta City with his army to

usurp the city and its resources. Atomic Adam is tasked with finding Mayor Lamowitz's wife who was kidnapped by Deathbot
and now held hostage. Deathbot now demands Mayor Lamowitz to resign or he will never see his wife again!

Do you have what it takes to save Delta City before it falls in to the hands of Deathbot? Atomic Adam represents a new story in
the Radical Heroes Universe. Complete with a new hero, game play mechanics, story and action all in the retro inspired universe

of Radical Heroes.

 An action packed pick up and play for all ages!
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 Explore a city filled to the brim with Insane enemies and rewarding secrets and Achievements!

 Tons of diverse weapons and pickups keep the mayhem fresh!

 3 massive areas to unlock and explore!

 Unique combat system strings your moves automatically as you mash the kick and punch buttons!
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Title: Atomic Adam: Episode 1
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Mad Unicorn Games
Publisher:
Mad Unicorn Games
Release Date: 30 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 9.0c compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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Alteil: Horizons is a card game with depth. A very useful and nicely done tutorial. The gameplay is intuitive and rich. The
quality of the graphics is high. An all round well produced game.

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https://youtu.be/alpPPITezPg. Cheeky Breeky.. Just got it on sale and really
suprised there is so many negative reviews I'm having a ton of fun playing it so far.. Wouldn't say I hated it,but I can say that the
game needs better development and needs more work done on it,but I'm just going to assume the game is done for.I do not
recommend this game,for it is a waste of time in my perspective.. I love this game. I reccomend it to most people I know. Sadly
not many are online so its best to play with friends or in singleplayer
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Awful game! Quests reset on saving (if not completed) basically forcing you to finish each before leaving the game. After this
happened three times I was done. Uninstalled and never playing this "game" again. Ugh!. Its okey to play with friends online or
local. on story some maps are relly ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, you can easly lock your self at a map by making one misstake that make you
restart that map some of them are 5min+ progress one misstake all over. ive now been at one map for mor then 1h if you do 1
missstake you have to redo like 7min. also the bots do have insane aim its very spot on and unrealistic. you feel that its a
computer that you are playing against. even att lower lvl cpu. also its not optimiced for win 10 so you have to disable a lot of
settings to make it work. also mouse shatters alot (try 5 diffrent pcs all the same). this game can be good if they fix the win 10
bugs. and rework some maps.. Not what I was hoping for. Might be fun for a casual gamer.. It's fun but a little buggy. and easy
AI. Nice soundtrack too. 'Undo' feature seemed to crash the game. In each of my 6 or 7 sessions, it crashed at least once. I don't
trust their number generator.. Got it. Good deal if you want to buy imaginary playing cards.

(If you haven't played TQFC through steam before then make sure to first download the game and link you kong account to
your steam account). Fun with the puzzles.. On Rusty Trails is a competent, refreshing platform that I whole heartily
recommend.

I played this on blind faith in the developers after finishing Tiny and Big and loving it (another game of theirs).

After taking a few minutes to get used to the platforming style the flow of the gameplay felt very smooth. I would recommend
not worrying about collecting tokens and 100%ing the game until you are finished a world then going back. This will maintain
the smoothness. 100%ing does have its merits as in some levels the route completely changes for a more challenging experience.

The game is fairly short and does not outstay its welcome. I would love to see some sort of sequel or even just a map editor for
the community to go wild. I understand with a very small indie team that you have to stay inside your project scope and this
does feel like a very well manage development but a map editor as paid DLC to fund development would be a great idea.

The story and world was interesting and unique enough to be a nice wrapper to justify the gameplay and your actions. It made
the whole experience rather whimsical.

Music was great and strange, typical of Black Pants games. Sound effects were a bit hit and miss with some like the lasers and
green blocks being flat out annoying.

I guess any criticisms would be nit-picky. On the final boss fight I fell outside the map and couldn't finish the level. This was
fixed with a simple restart.

There's not much more to say about the game. It is a neat game in a neat little package and well worth your time. :). Game is too
easy should be free. Very bland, almost as if it were made for mobile. Only slightly better than Wanderlust: Rebirth. I wouldn't
consider it open world either. More like screen by screen. Combat is kinda sluggish for the type it is. Not fond of having to stop
to cast a spell or change skills while fighting.. Game bought, installed, doesnt work. 0/5 as of right now...
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